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[N. S. VOL. III. No. 62.
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is theisstandard
the This
standard
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DISCUSSION AND CORRESPONDENCE.

and" has in preparation a treatise on anthropo-

CERTITUDES AND ILLUSIONS.

logical and sociological psychology.

To THE EDITOR OF SCIENCE: In your issue
PROF. WUNDT established, in 1883, an Archiv
of February 21, in an interesting paper on
Philosophische Studien for the publication of re' Certitudes and Illusions,' Major J. W.
searches in philosophy and psychology, which
Powell has repeatedly referred to- an illusion
is now in its twelfth volume. Last year Prof.
which he describes as a certain tendency to
E. Kraepelin, of Heidelberg, established a simi'reify void'-an ancient, and, as Major Powell
lar archiv and now a third archiv, Beitrige zur
has very well said, a disastrous tendency of the
Psychologie und Philosophie has been begun by
human mind. This is the tendency to recogProf. G6tz Martius, of Bonn. The first number
nize mere abstractions as realities, and, in conof the first volume contains a preface and an
sequence, to explain phenomena by referring

introduction by the editor and four papers all
concerned with the brightness of colors. It

their source to ' essences' or to some sort of

'substrate,' defined as 'some occult existence
unknown and unknowable, which gives to
has published his contributions to psychology
bodies their likeness or unlikeness.' Major
in the form of Beitrdge, and that there is in
Powell very justly condemns this tendency, exGermany an excellent Zeitschrift fir .Psychologie
emplifies it in a number of cases, suggests exi. Physiologie der Sinnesorgane, edited by Prof.
planations for its existence, and rightly declares
]bbbinghaus, of Breslau, and Prof. Konig, of
its inevitable outcome to be a bad metaphysic.
Berlin. Ten large volumes of this journal have
So far the present writer cordially agrees with
may also be mentioned that Prof. Miinsterberg

been issued since its establishment in 1890.

Major Powell.

These contain full reviews of psychological lit-

But, as a humble student of the history of
philosophy, the present writer is very sorry to
6n; Vision being probably of greater value than
find that Major Powell, influenced by some
all the papers combined that have been pubsingular historical 'illusion,' repeatedly refers
lished elsewhere on this subject.
erature and many important papers, those

to one of the best known of modern thinkers,

THEE number of the Zeitschrift fur Psychologie Hegel, as a prominent example of precisely this
issued on January 14th contains an index of" sort of bad metaphysic. "As the substrate of

psychological literature for the year 1894. Thematter, or reified nothing, is entertained in the
index appears somewhat late, but is very com- minds of some as an entity, so some thinkers
make essence a property of this substrate-a
plete, especially in regard to publications on
?ie senses. The Psychological Review issued, at
the beginning of February, a supplement containing a bibliography of the literature of psy-

nonentity of a nonentity. Chuar (Major Powell's entertaining Indian friend), Hegel, and
Spencer reason in this manner."
h6Ilogy for 1895, compiled by Dr. Livingston
Major Powell is no doubt an absolute au'Fraand, of Columbia University, and Prof.
thority as to the views of his Indian friend, and
flioward C. Warren, of Princeton University.
he appears in this particular case to be in no
lThe index contains 1394 titles, distributed aswise unfair to Spencer. But to put Hegel ihi
fllows: General, 136; genetic, comparativethe same category, to define that lifelong opAtnd individual psychology, 238; anatomy andponent of the 'unknowable,' that merciless

jhysiology of the nervous system, 205; sensa-dialectical dissolver of all the 'essences,' 'sub-

tion, 125; consciousness, attention and intel-

strata,' and similar entities of traditional meta-

physic,- as one who, at least in this sense,
feti6n,._ 180; feeling, 91; movements and vo-
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One
One
might
might
want
want
to
pect,to
an anthropological study. It is undesiradondemn
dondemnLuther's
Luther's
views;
views;
butbut
it would
it would
hardly
hardly
ble that even a minor error should, through a
be accurate to talk of 'Luther and the other
chance misstatement, stand upon record as rePapists.' And even so, one is welcome ceiving
to re- the support of so eminent an anthropogard Hegel as a mischievous thinker; but
one authority as Major Powell.
logical
JOSIAH ROYCE.
must not give as a reason that one classes him
CAMBRIDGE,
MASS., February 22, 1896.
with those other believers in 'an occult,
un-

known and unknowable substrate.'

As a fact, by no means all, but certainly PROF.
a

C. LLOYD MORGAN ON INSTINCT.

EDITOR SCIENCE: In an account of a discusnumber of Major Powell's own assertions in
this valuable paper are theses which every stu-sion on instinct given in SCIENCE of February
dent of Hegel knows to be defended with great 14th, Prof. Morgan is reported thus: " He deenergy by the latter thinker. Major Powell
scribed his own interesting experiments with
well says: " What is the meaning of the word chicks and ducklings, and held that these and
other evidence tend to show that instincts are
this? It may be applied to any constituent
of matter, to matter itself, to any body or tonot perfected under the guidance of intelligence
any property, and to any idea in the mental
and then inherited. A chick will peck instincworld, and its meaning is derived from thetively at food, but must be taught to drink.
dontext; it has no definite meaning in itself."[Italics mine.] Chicks have learned to drink
This is a part of the thesis of Hegel's famous for countless generations, but the acquired action
has not become instinctive."
peiiing chapter of the 'Phanomenologie des
beistes.' And of this thesis in the sequel
In one of a series of papers nov in the press
Hegel makes a use closely analogous to Major
on 'The Psychic Development of Young AniPowell's. That to make essence an abstract
mals and its Physical Correlation,' I have given
'property' of 'the substrate of matter,'
to an account of a study of the pigeon
in is
detail
make essence a 'nonentity of a nonentity
' is chick.
a
and the
It so happens that this very
thesis so repeatedly maintained by Hegel, in
question of drinking by chicks has been especihis 'Phinomenologie' (in the third chapter on
ally noted, and I find a record of one observa' Kraft und Verstand'), in his larger Logic in tion to the effect that a newly hatched chick
the second volume, where this 'Bewegung von pecking at the drops on rim of a vessel contain-

Nichts durch Nichts zu Nichts' is elaborately ing water accidentally got its beak into the liquid,
whereupon it at once raised its head and drank
discussed, and elsewhere, that Major Powell's
perfectly well in the usual fashion for fowls.
failure to recognize the relation of Hegel to
this thesis can only be due to a failure to study Was this by teaching or by instinct ?
tih habits of Hegel, as our anthropologist
Later the chicks seem to peck and drink,
sometimes on seeing the mother do so. The
would prefer to study those of Chuar, namely,
in the 'native wilds' of the thinker himself.

act seems to be in such a case a sort of imitas

tion is
so afar as its inception is concerned. But
The HIegel of whom Major Powell speaks
product of somebody's 'inner consciousness'
will any one contend that that first act of
and, whoever may be responsible for the dream, drinking referred to above was other than ina1i the eloquence of the dreamer' cannot
stinctive? Again, when a chick first drinks
makie this Hegel an historical person.
on.its beak being put into water, can the act be
as the result of teaching? Is the
Oef-eorse, one must beg pardon for layingconsidered
so
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